
Freedom Park Career Booklet
//Hapo ge //hapo tama /haohasib dis tamas ka I bo. Ancient Khoi proverb

(A dream is not a dream until it is shared by the entire community)



Who we are

The mandate of Freedom Park is the creation and operation of a 
memorial and monument that narrates a story spanning a period of 
3.6 billion years through the following seven epochs; Earth, Ances-
tors, Peopling, Resistance & Colonization, Industrialization & Urban-
ization, Nationalism & Struggle, Nation Building & Continent Build-
ing; as well as the Garden of Remembrance to acknowledge those 
that contributed to the freedom of the country
                                        

Vision 

To be a leading national and international icon of humanity and free-
dom

Mission

To provide a pioneering and empowering heritage destination in 
order to mobilize for reconciliation, social cohesion and nation build-
ing in our country; to reflect upon our past, improving our present and 
building our future as a united nation; to contribute continentally and 
internally and intellectually to the formation of better human under-
standing among nations and peoples.

.
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Anthropologist
Who am I?
   
I study the development and behaviours of 
human beings throughout the world, present 
and past, to help better understand humani-
ty as a whole. I examine biological, archaeo-
logical, linguistic or sociocultural traditions, 
depending on their area of expertise. Many 
prospective anthropology students plan 
careers as researchers and educators with 
colleges, universities or museums.

 How do I become one? 

Anthropologists with bachelor's degrees in Anthropology, Heritage and 
Cultural Tourism; Heritage and Museum Studies etc.… may be qualified for 
entry-level positions; however, most academic careers in research and 
teaching demand graduate degrees.

Where do I enroll for the Qualification?

Any higher learning institution offering Anthropology or Heritage related 
studies, institutions such as University of Venda; University of Limpopo; 
University of Pretoria, University of the Witwatersrand; UNISA etc.…

But I am still in high school; do I need specific subjects to qualify? 
 
Definitely, you need to choose subjects like History, Tourism, and Geogra-
phy, basically your Social Sciences and even Natural Sciences.

Archaeologist 
Who am I?

I use evidence left behind by earlier civilizations 
to gather information about human history and 
pre-history. I excavate, recover and analyze 
artifacts including tools, rock paintings, building 
ruins and pottery. Some archaeologists work in 
cultural resource management and even in 
construction/Mining ensuring proper compliance 
of Heritage Impact Assessments. 

How do I become one?

To work in this occupation one must major in archaeology, earning a bache-
lor's, Master’s, doctoral degree or PHD. There are some job opportunities for 
individuals who have a bachelor's degree.

Where do I enroll for the Qualification?

Any higher learning institution offering Archaeology or Heritage related stud-
ies, institutions such as University of Venda; University of the Western Cape; 
University of Pretoria, University of the Witwatersrand; UNISA etc.…

But I am still in high school; do I need specific subjects to qualify?  

Definitely, you need to choose subjects like History, Tourism, and Geogra-
phy, basically your Social Sciences and even Natural Sciences.
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Archivist
Who am I?
   
I am specially trained in preserving the original material and helping people 
obtain it. I work with paper documents, photographs, maps, films, and comput-
er records. Many begin their careers as historians and then attend classes to 
learn from experienced archivists. Archivists possess broad, deep knowledge 
about records and are involved in many, if not all, phases of the records life 
cycle. Our extensive research and analysis skills help in serving records to the 
public.

How do I become one? 

You basically need to study your degree in the field of Art, Library Science, 
History, and Archival Science. Archivists typically work for museums, schools, 
government agencies or other institutions who keep permanent records. 

Where do I enroll for the Qualification?

Any South African University offering Archival related studies such as the 
University of Pretoria, University of Limpopo, University of Johannesburg, and 
University of the Witwatersrand etc.…

But I am still in high school; do I need specific subjects to qualify? 

Absolutely, you need to choose subjects like History, Tourism, and Geogra-
phy, basically your Social Sciences and even Natural Sciences. 

Collections Officer (Manager)
Who am I?   

Nowadays my job can also be done by a Curator; however I get to keep 
accurate records of museum collections as well as records for new objects. I 
provide support to curatorial staff by recording the objects whereabouts. I 
also maintain and develop systems to keep accurate records, i.e.: data 
capturing and recording. I assist in managing loans from the collections when 
other museums or members of public would like to loan objects from the 
collection.

How do I become one? 

You basically need to enroll for an undergraduate degree in Heritage and 
Cultural Tourism, Archaeology, Museum Studies and Archives.

Where do I enroll for the Qualification?

Any higher learning institution offering Heritage related studies, institutions 
such as University of Venda; University of the Western Cape; University of 
Pretoria, University of the Witwatersrand; UNISA etc.…

But I am still in high school; do I need specific subjects to qualify?  

Definitely, you need to choose subjects like History, Tourism, and Geography, 
basically your Social Sciences and even Natural Sciences.
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Conservator
Who am I? 
  
I preserve and sometimes restore cultural collections. I have to be an expert 
at understanding why and how artefacts deteriorate, as well as knowing how 
to give them a new lease of life. Because everything that is collectable may 
need conserving at some point, conservators tend to specialize in, for exam-
ple, furniture, fine art, archaeology, textiles, paper or machinery.

How do I become one? 

Prerequisites for admission to graduate conservation programs include 
undergraduate coursework in science which focuses on general and organic 
chemistry with laboratory work, secondly a humanities Post-graduate 
degree in art history, anthropology, and archaeology and studio art. 

Where do I enroll for the Qualification?

Institutions such as the University of Pretoria, the University of the Western 
Cape are the well-known leading universities leading in Heritage Conserva-
tion curriculums. However, recommendations would be to approach institu-
tions such as The South African Institute for Heritage Science & Conserva-
tion. Institutions such as the University of Pretoria, the University of the 
Western Cape are the well-known leading universities leading in Heritage 
Conservation curriculums. However, recommendations would be to 
approach institutions such as The South African Institute for Heritage 
Science & Conservation.

But I am still in high school; do I need specific subjects to qualify?  

Precisely, you can either choose between your Social Sciences and Natural 
Science, it will depend on your area of interest. But you will need extra 
career guidance to be certain.

Cultural Heritage Officer 
(Manager)
Who am I? 
  
I am involved in the identification, 
assessment, conservation and inter-
pretation of places and objects that 
have cultural heritage value. I devel-
op conservation policy and guide-
lines as well as check and administer 
legislation. I compile and supply edu-
cational information on cultural heri-
tage and conservation. I seek and 
arrange funding to support heritage 
applications amongst others. I usual-
ly report to the Cultural Heritage 
Manager.

How do I become one? 

A build-up of degrees ranging from Heritage and Cultural Tourism, Anthropol-
ogy, Archaeology even Museum Studies can land you the position.

Where do I enroll for the Qualification?

Any South African University offering Heritage related studies such as the 
University of Pretoria, University of Limpopo, University of Johannesburg, 
and University of the Witwatersrand etc.…

But I am still in high school; do I need specific subjects to qualify?  

Absolutely, you need to choose subjects like History, Tourism, and 
Geography, basically your Social Sciences and even Natural Sciences.
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Curator (Senior-Chief Curator)        
Who am I?  
 
I get to be in charge of a collection of exhibits in a museum or art gallery. 
Curators develop ways in which objects, archives and artworks can be inter-
preted, through exhibitions, publications, events and audio-visual presenta-
tions. My work involves buying exhibits, organizing exhibitions, arranging 
restoration of artifacts, organizing loans, identification and recording of 
items, and dealing with enquiries. I usually report to a Chief Curator and 
work with an Assistant Curator or Curatorial Assistant.

How do I become one? 

A good undergraduate degree is essential for the majority of curatorial posi-
tions. However, our area of work is open to all discipline but particularly rele-
vant to the following disciplines; Archaeology, anthropology; Art and History. 

Where do I enroll for the Qualification?

Any higher learning institution offering Anthropology or Heritage related stud-
ies, institutions such as University of Venda; University of Limpopo; University 
of Pretoria, University of the Witwatersrand; UNISA etc.…

But I am still in high school; do I need specific subjects to qualify?  

Definitely, you need to choose subjects like History, Tourism, and Geography, 
basically your Social Sciences and even Natural Sciences.

Curriculum Developer/ Museum Education Coordinator
Who am I?   

I provide a full range of education and training systems support in the design 
of teaching and trainings aids in order to promote deeper South African 
National Heritage. I oversee, design and develop programmes and courses 
using visual aids and multimedia technologies within the National Curriculum 
framework in order promote South African National Heritage. I also oversee, 
design programmes and courses for non-formal education and training to 
enhance appreciation of South National Heritage. I evaluate and edit all 
learning materials in order to ensure that they are grammatically correct, 
factually relevant and authentic as well as assist internal and external role 
players in the assessment of education and training programmes.

How do I become one? 

Any undergraduate degree which is relevant to the type of programs present-
ed in a specific institution. It could range from Nature Conservation; Heritage 
related Studies and even Education Specialist

Where do I enroll for the Qualification?

Refer to Education/Interpretation Officer.

But I am still in high school; do I need specific subjects to qualify?  

Not necessarily, I would advise for you to excel in all your subjects, and excel 
in your written communication.

.
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Education Officer/ 
Interpretative 
Officer (Manager)
Who am I? 
  
I plan, develop and present 
education programs. I estab-
lish sound relations with 
surrounding communities 

How do I become one?

Refer to Education/Interpretation Officer.

Where do I enroll for the Qualification?

Any FET College to Higher Learning Institutions which offer relevant cours-
es leading towards being a Museum Education Officer/Interpretative Officer 
such as the Tshwane University of Technology, University of Limpopo, 
University of Free State, Tshwane South & North College etc.…. 

But I am still in high school; do I need specific subjects to qualify? 
 
Not necessarily, I would advise for you to excel in all your subjects, become 
a great speaker and take it from there.

Exhibition Officer
Who am I?
   
I develop and make sure that exhibition are installed and organised at the 
museum for public viewing. I plan and or find new exhibitions for museums 
or galleries as well as search for sources of funding. I also keep a detailed 
record of exhibition collections (in consultation with a Collections Manag-
er).  I advise on the display and care of exhibition objects (in consultation 
with a conservator). I also arrange transport and insurance for travelling 
exhibitions.

How do I become one?

You basically need to study your degree in the field of Art and Museum 
Studies.

Where do I enroll for the Qualification?

Any South African University offering Museum Exhibitions related studies 
such as the University of Pretoria, University of Limpopo, University of 
Johannesburg, and University of the Witwatersrand etc.…

But I am still in high school; do I need specific subjects to qualify?  

Absolutely, you need to choose subjects like History, Tourism, and Geogra-
phy, basically your Social Sciences and even Natural Sciences.

using different education methods. I assist with the dissemination of informa-
tion to visitors, school groups and local communities. I assist in initiating 
programs for the co-ordination and training of staff and community members in 
volunteer programs, cultural heritage management programs and economic 
empowerment programs. 

.
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Guest-Relations/Tourism Officer
Who am I?   

I am responsible in providing for a high level of support and information to 
guests/visitors and also in handling enquiries relating to reservations/book-
ings. I monitor arrivals and expected bookings. I maintain literature and 
brochure stock. I also maintain visitor statistics and liaise with Tour-Operators.

How do I become one?

An undergraduate degree in Tourism Management and Heritage Manage-
ment will give you a head start in venturing to this career. However, other 
organization would also consider those who have a Business Management 
and Marketing qualification.

 Where do I enroll for the Qualification?

Any FET College to Higher Learning Institutions which offer relevant courses 
leading towards being a Museum Education/Interpretative Officer such as 
the Tshwane University of Technology, University of Limpopo, University of 
Free State, Tshwane South & North College etc.….

But I am still in high school; do I need specific subjects to qualify?  

Usually, Tourism would be a prerequisite subject accompanied by Economic 
Management Sciences (EMS). However, any subjects can lead in you in this 
field given that you have exceptionally performed in your high school 
subjects.

Historian     
Who am I?   

I gather historical data from various sources, including archives, books and 
artefacts. I analyze and interpret historical information to determine its authen-
ticity and significance. I trace historical developments in a particular field. I 
also engage with the public through educational programs and presentations. 
I assist in archiving and preserving material and artifacts in museums, visitor 
centers and historic sites. I have the privilege to provide advice or guidance on 
historical topics and preservation issues and also writing articles and books on 
findings and theories.                 

How do I become one?

You basically need to study your degree in the field of History and Heritage 
Studies with a preference of a Masters or PHD.

Where do I enroll for the Qualification?

Any South African University offering History and Heritage related studies 
such as the University of Pretoria, University of Limpopo, University of Johan-
nesburg, and University of the Witwatersrand etc.…

But I am still in high school; do I need specific subjects to qualify? 
 
You will definitely need to focus on your Social Science with exceptional 
results in History.

.
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Librarian 
Who am I?   

We manage, organize, evaluate and dissemi-
nate information, providing support to mem-
bers of an academic community including 
students, researchers and lecturing staff as 
well as the local community at large. We may 
be responsible for a specific academic subject, 
developing specialist knowledge and other 
functions, such as: resource ordering; loans; 
specialist collections; ICT systems; library 
projects.

How do I become one?

You need a minimum requirement of a Master’s in Library and or Information 
Science.

Where do I enroll for the Qualification?

Any higher learning institution offering Library Science and Information 
Science such as University of Venda; University of Limpopo; University of 
Pretoria, University of the Witwatersrand; UNISA etc.…

But I am still in high school; do I need specific subjects to qualify?  

Not necessarily, I would advise for you to excel in all your subjects, become a 
great speaker and take it from there.

Museum Manager/Director
Who am I?   

Curators in small museums are usually 
Museum Managers. However, as a 
Museum Manager/Director I am often 
responsible for raising funds to cover the 
cost of museum and collection mainte-
nance. My fundraising activities might 
include museum promotion, charity event 
management and securing grants. I also 
conduct administration, research and 
collection maintenance in general as my 
day-to-day museum director duties.

How do I become one?

A minimum requirement would be a Master’s Degree in Museum Studies as 
well as Heritage related studies.

Where do I enroll for the Qualification?

Any South African University offering Museum Studies and Heritage related 
studies such as the University of Pretoria, University of Limpopo, University of 
Johannesburg, and University of the Witwatersrand etc.…

But I am still in high school; do I need specific subjects to qualify?  

You will definitely need to focus on your Social Science with exceptional 
results in History.

.
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Outreach Officer
Who am I?

I develop and implement a co-ordi-
nated multifaceted communication 
campaigns for Education, Market-
ing and Outreach Programme that 
seeks to encourage stake holding, 
interest in and enjoyment for a 
particular institution. I devise and    

How do I become one?

A minimum university degree in Communication as well as Marketing might 
score you a platform for the position. 

Where do I enroll for the Qualification?

Any higher learning institution offering Communication and Marketing such as 
University of Venda; University of Limpopo; University of Pretoria, University 
of the Witwatersrand; UNISA etc.…

But I am still in high school; do I need specific subjects to qualify?  

Not necessarily, I would advise for you to excel in all your subjects, become a 
great speaker and take it from there.

People and Conservation Officer
Who am I?

I am involved in organising and implementation 
of cultural, environmental education & aware-
ness programmes, events and projects. I 
promote the park’s image by means of media, 
personal and general liaison to internal and 
external clients. I get to establish and maintain 
sound relations with surrounding stakeholders, 
communities, local authorities; NGO’s and inter-
ested & affected parties. I organise volunteer, 
student and honorary rangers’ core programs 
and projects. I am involved with economic  

How do I become one?

Refer to both Curriculum Developer and Education & Interpretation Officer.

Where do I enroll for the Qualification?

Refer to both Curriculum Developer and Education & Interpretation Officer.

But I am still in high school; do I need specific subjects to qualify? 
 
Focus on Social Science and or Natural Science.

maintain a ‘one stop shop’ information and booking’ service for schools and 
other group visitors. I recruit and manage external Arts/event’s organisers. I 
also facilitate and encourage involvement by schools in less advantaged areas. 

development of surrounding communities & stakeholders through Park imple-
mented initiatives which involve EPWP. I conduct Capacity building of staff 
and community stakeholders. I do operational and tourism functions when 
required as well as managing operational budgets. I monitor and evaluate all 
relevant programmes and projects.

.



Records Manager
Who am I?

Our roles are not too different from the Archi-
vist. However, I get to provide efficient access 
to the right information to support decision 
making, for operational purposes, as evidence 
of policies and activities and for process 
support. I meet legal obligations for the 
creation and retention of paper and electronic 
records. I also maintain operational efficiency 
by controlling the volume of records created 
and stored. I then identify those records to be 
preserved for historical and research purposes 
and eliminate the rest as early as possible.

How do I become one?

Many people come into records management from disciplines such as 
scientific research, financial and retail management and the civil service. 
Many people also enter records management from an archives back-
ground, as members of both professions have a shared interest in the value 
of information and its uses. Normally a degree (subject not strictly relevant) 
and post-graduate qualification are required for professional posts.

Where do I enroll for the Qualification?

Any Higher Learning Institution offering a degree in Information Science 
and or Archival Studies.

But I am still in high school; do I need specific subjects to qualify?  

Not necessarily, I would advise for you to excel in all your subjects, become 
a great speaker and take it from there.

Researcher (Senior & Manager)
Who am I?

As researchers we are experts in 
gathering data, but this varies by 
industry and project need. While 
projects are in the planning 
stages, I work with team mem-
bers to identify project goals, 

How do I become one?

A minimum of an Honours degree in any of the above mentioned specialties 
can be an entry to a particular institution. 

Where do I enroll for the Qualification?

Any Higher Learning Institution offering a degree Research related Studies.

But I am still in high school; do I need specific subjects to qualify?  

Not necessarily, I would advise for you to excel in all your subjects, become a 
great speaker and take it from there

research methods, variables, and other test parameters. I also choose how to 
collect data and offer recommendations on evaluating the project. I often make 
research schedules to monitor the activities of research teams. During the 
research project, officers and managers usually review gathered research and 
analyze various sets of data. We may also interpret data and start writing 
reports. Many research officers and managers also verify that information on 
databases remains secure, as well as ensure that all team members complete 
their tasks and work cooperatively with the team.



Storyteller (Senior Storyteller)
Who am I?

I develop stories with a sense of Indigenous Knowledge Systems which reso-
nates with the institutional storyline I am working for. I then perform those 
develop stories to visitors enhancing to enhance the experience of the institu-
tion. I conduct workshops and oral interviews with locals to learn more of their 
Indigenous Knowledge Systems, and then I also transform the report findings 
into a story. I also conduct festivities in creating awareness about storytelling 
and all of these require a lot of administrative research.

How do I become one?

An integration of degrees in the field of Arts as well as Indigenous 
Knowledge Systems could land you an entry platform in the field.  

Where do I enroll for the Qualification?

Any higher learning institution offering Arts and IKS such as University of 
Venda; University of Limpopo; University of Pretoria, University of the Witwa-
tersrand; UNISA etc.…

But I am still in high school; do I need specific subjects to qualify? 

Not necessarily, I would advise for you to excel in all your subjects, become a 
great speaker and take it from there.

Ticketing Officer
Who am I?

I am usually the front person of 
most institutions. I basically meet 
and greet our visitors and issue 
them entry tickets. I work closely 
the Guest-Relations Officer and 
finance department in ensuring 
that my system entry corresponds 
with the collected finances. 

How do I become one?

Any Customer Service related higher Certificate could give you a good 
opportunity for an entry level position.

Where do I enroll for the Qualification?

Any FET College to Higher Learning Institutions which offer relevant 
courses relating to Customer Service such as the Tshwane University of 
Technology, University of Limpopo, University of Free State, Tshwane 
South & North College etc.….

But I am still in high school; do I need specific subjects to qualify?  

Not necessarily, I would advise for you to excel in all your subjects, 
become a great speaker and take it from there.



Tour Guide
Who am I?

We work for tour and travel guide companies, 
cruise lines, visitors' bureaus and hotels as 
seasonal workers, independent contractors or 
full-time employees. We may lead walking 
tours, driving tours or cruises through popular 
sites, national parks, historic neighborhoods, 
museums or other regional points of interest. I 
must be able to retain historical facts, dates and 
anecdotes, and then relay that information to 
visitors in an entertaining, informative way.

How do I become one?

Tour guides have typically obtained tourism diplomas. Applicants generally 
have to pass a written exam covering factual knowledge of specific locations 
and city history to become accredited tour guides.

Where do I enroll for the Qualification?

Any FET College to Higher Learning Institutions which offer relevant courses 
relating to Customer Service such as the Tshwane University of Technology, 
University of Limpopo, University of Free State, Tshwane South & North 
College etc.….

But I am still in high school; do I need specific subjects to qualify?  

You will definitely need to focus on your Social Science with exceptional 
results in Tourism and History.

Hold on…before you go, I heard you very well and it’s very informative 
but do I need special personal traits to become one of these professionals

I like your question, check below

Professional traits

It is important to note that most of these professions are within the 
Humanities department 

You need to be outspoken Hard-working Self-motivated

Good presentation  skills Team-oriented Conꢀdent

Good written and verbal 
communication

Dependable Be able to work 
under pressure

Research Orientated Organised Positive

Read a lot Goal-driven Flexible



Come join the Freedom Park Education Team for more 
interactive sessions.

N/B Park opens 7 days a week from 8am till 16:30pm

Contact us:

Tel:  +27 (0) 12 336 4079/23/68/20/73/71
Fax:  +27 (0) 12 336 4021
Toll free: 0800 470 740       

      

www.freedompark.co.za
tours@freedompark.co.za
info@freedompark.co.za 

Our South African National Anthem

Nkosi sikelel' iAfrika
Maluphakanyisw' uphondo lwayo,

Yizwa imithandazo yethu,
Nkosi sikelela, thina lusapho lwayo.

Morena boloka setjhaba sa heso, 
O fedise dintwa le matshwenyeho,

O se boloke, O se boloke setjhaba sa heso,
Setjhaba sa South Afrika – South Afrika.

 
Uit die blou van onse hemel,

Uit die diepte van ons see,
Oor ons ewige gebergtes,

Waar die kranse antwoord gee,

Sounds the call to come together,
And united we shall stand,

Let us live and strive for freedom,
In South Africa our land.

African Union anthem

Let us all unite and celebrate together
 The victories won for our liberation

 Let us dedicate ourselves to rise together
 To defend our liberty and unity

 
O Sons and Daughters of Africa

 Flesh of the Sun and Flesh of the Sky
 Let us make Africa the Tree of Life

Let us all unite and sing together
 To uphold the bonds that frame our destiny
 Let us dedicate ourselves to ꢀght together

 For lasting peace and justice on earth

O Sons and Daughters of Africa
 Flesh of the Sun and Flesh of the Sky

 Let us make Africa the Tree of Life

 Let us all unite and toil together
 To give the best we have to Africa

 The cradle of mankind and fount of culture
 Our pride and hope at break of dawn.

O Sons and Daughters of Africa
 Flesh of the Sun and Flesh of the Sky

 Let us make Africa the Tree of Life




